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Introduction and Terminology

This report summarizes a project undertaken by NAG Ltd to investigate porting and optimizing the radio astronomy convolution gridding code for Xeon, Xeon Phi and NVIDIA
GPUs. Convolution gridding forms part of the radio astronomy data processing pipeline.

a set of visibilities. The visibilities are con-

The gridding phase begins with an unsorted

volved in the Fourier domain with a set of kernels and the results are accumulated into
a grid.

In this project we used four sets of visibilities: one synthetic and three gener-

ated from simulations of likely SKA congurations. Table 1 below summarizes their key
characteristics.
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for ( int i = 0; i < num_vis ; i ++) {
/* ... snip ... */
grid_u = ( int ) round ( pos_u ) + g_centre ;
grid_v = ( int ) round ( pos_v ) + g_centre ;
grid_w = ( int ) round ( sqrt ( fabs ( ww_i * w_scale )));
wsupport = support [ grid_w ];
off_u = ( int ) round ( ( round ( pos_u ) - pos_u ) * oversample );
off_v = ( int ) round ( ( round ( pos_v ) - pos_v ) * oversample );
/* Convolve this point . */
conv_kernel_start = grid_w * kernel_dim ;
sum = 0.0;
float conv_mul = ( ww_i > 0 ? -1.0 f : 1.0 f );
for ( j = - wsupport ; j <= wsupport ; ++ j )
{
iy = abs ( off_v + j * oversample );
for (k = - wsupport ; k <= wsupport ; ++ k )
{
ix = abs ( off_u + k * oversample );
p = 2 * ( conv_kernel_start + iy * conv_size_half + ix );
cwt [0] = conv_kernel [ p ];
cwt [1] = conv_mul * conv_kernel [ p + 1];
sum += cwt [0]; /* Real part only . */
p = 2 * ((( grid_v + j) * grid_size ) + grid_u + k );
grid [ p ]
+= ( val [0] * cwt [0] - val [1] * cwt [1]);
grid [ p + 1] += ( val [1] * cwt [0] + val [0] * cwt [1]);
}
}
* norm += sum * w ;
}
Listing 1: Original serial code implementing the convolution gridding

A serial C implementation of the convolution gridding process was received. The main
portion of the code is given in Listing 1. The loop at line 1 is over all visibilities. While

a

We treated the visibility data as completely unsorted
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the visibilities themselves are all independent observations, the region of the grid that
each visibility updates (lines 2425) is not unique; dierent visibilities end up updating
overlapping regions of the grid, depending on the values taken by
the eect of this, one can consider a

grid intensity

wsupport.

To visualize

plot (see Figure 1). This is obtained by

replacing lines 1825 in Listing 1 with code that simply adds one to each grid location that
is updated (see Listing 2). The
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grid_intensity

integer array is initialized to zero before

for ( int i = 0; i < num_vis ; i ++) {
/* ... snip ... */
for ( j = - wsupport ; j <= wsupport ; ++ j ) {
for (k = - wsupport ; k <= wsupport ; ++ k ) {
p = 2 * ((( grid_v + j) * grid_size ) + grid_u + k );
grid_intensity [ p ]++;
}
}
}
Listing 2: A code snippet illustrating how the grid intensity is computed.
running the code. The grid intensity plot therefore shows which regions of the grid receive
the most updates. The plot reveals a number of things. Firstly, there is only a relatively
small region of the grid that is updated. The overall grid size in the synthetic data set
we received is

10, 000 × 10, 000

but only a central region of approximately

3, 000 × 3, 000

of this grid is ever touched. Secondly, even within this central region, most of the grid is
updated very infrequently: most of the plot is dark blue. Finally, there is a central halo

in which each grid point is updated roughly a thousand times, and most of the points in
this halo are updated more or less the same number of times.
While one may hope that Figure 1 is more or less generic, this turns out not to be the
case. Figure 2 shows the intensity plots for the SKA data sets EL30EL56 and EL56EL82
that we received. These plots have been enlarged to show only the region of interest. The
main dierences with the synthetic data set are the sizes of the halos and their relative
intensities. The halos are tiny and vastly more concentrated (brighter) than the synthetic
data set. This causes problems which we will return to later on.
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Main Performance Considerations

The rst thing to note about the gridding code in Listing 1 is that it has virtually no

b oating point operations for each iteration of the inner loop,

compute. There are seven

and for those seven operations we need to bring in four single precision oating point
numbers. This means the application is memory bandwidth bound.
Processing the visibilities in parallel would introduce a race condition on the grid updates, which would lead to incorrect results. The region of grid that is updated by each
visibility depends on that visibility's location (see lines 34 and 2425 in Listing 1). Unfortunately the visibilities are scattered randomly in grid space  there is no known dependence between their locations that one can exploit. We therefore have what is sometimes
called a

stochastic race condition,

a race condition where there is no compile-time infor-

mation that can be used to help avoid it.
Looking at Figure 1 it is clear that certain regions of the grid are updated far more
frequently than others. Ideally we want to keep these regions in cache since we will keep
using them.

Unfortunately the regions are rather large:

synthetic data set and much larger for the other data sets.

b

Or nine if you assume no fused multiply-add instructions.
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approximately 50MB for the

Figure 1: Grid intensity plot for synthetic data set, showing the number of times grid points are
updated. The colour bar ranges from 1 at the bottom to

1, 100

at the top.

The last major consideration is the convolution kernels. There are a number of dierent
convolution kernels (which we call the

convolution stack )

c

with steadily growing supports

and each visibility is convolved with a particular kernel. There is no way of knowing at
compile time which visibilities will be convolved with which kernels, and since the visibilities
are more or less random, the stack of convolution kernels is also accessed more or less
randomly at runtime.

The original serial code stored the convolution stack in a rather

inecient manner, with a cube of memory allocated for the whole stack. This means every
convolution kernel is given the same amount of storage, even though some kernels have far
smaller supports than others, and hence require much less storage. The result is a memory
cube which is 4.5 times bigger than needed. This in itself is not necessarily a problem since
only a cache line will be transferred at a time, but we took the opportunity to compact
this cube anyway.
A far trickier problem to resolve is the eect of the oversampling parameter. As can be
seen in lines 15 and 18 of Listing 1, the oversampling parameter leads to strided memory
accesses in the convolution kernel.

conv_kernel
c

Inspection of the integers

is accessed with a stride of

oversample

in both the

ix and iy suggest
x and y directions.

that
The

Here we use the mathematical meaning of support, namely the region of the domain where the function

is non-zero.
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Figure 2: Zoomed-in grid intensity plots for the EL30EL56 (left) and EL56EL82 (right) data
sets. The left colour bar ranges from 1 at the bottom to

746, 000.

962, 000

while the right ranges from 1 to

The central concentrations are barely visible. The plot for the EL82EL70 data set is

similar and not shown here.
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for ( j = - wsupport ; j <= wsupport ; ++ j ) {
iy = abs ( off_v + j * oversample );
for (k = - wsupport ; k <= wsupport ; ++ k ) {
ix = abs ( off_u + k * oversample );
p = 2 * ( conv_kernel_start + iy * conv_size_half + ix );
cwt [0] = conv_kernel [ p ];
cwt [1] = conv_mul * conv_kernel [ p + 1];
/* ... snip ... */
}
}
Listing 3:

Code snippet showing the strided memory accesses when reading the convolution

kernels.

stride in

x,

which is the fastest varying dimension, is problematic on all architectures.

On GPUs it leads to non-coalesced memory transfers which waste bandwidth and clog up
the memory controllers with fetch requests. On CPUs and on the KNL it leads to vector
gather instructions, which are very slow. One can force purely scalar code to get rid of the
vector gathers, but then overall performance will suer since vector loads and stores are
required to achieve high memory bandwidth, and we have already seen that the application
is bandwidth bound.
To achieve good performance we need to address all of these issues. As it turns out, we
converged on more or less the same strategy on all three of the architectures we considered.
As mentioned before, the algorithms were evaluated on four dierent data sets: a synthetic
set and three simulated sets from given SKA congurations. The key characteristics for
the data are given in Table 1. The number of layers in the convolution stack is the number
of separate convolution kernels that are provided, while the maximum value of
is an indication of how big the support of the convolution kernels can get.

wsupport

This is also

an indication of how much computation is needed to perform a single convolution. The
EL3056 data set therefore represents a much more computationally intensive problem
than the EL8270 set, for example.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the four data sets used in this project.

Data set # Visibilities

3

# Layers in
convolution stack

Max. wsupport value

Synthetic

2,152,800

714

36

EL3056

31,395,840

922

95

EL5682

31,395,840

601

72

EL8270

31,395,840

339

44

CUDA Version for NVIDIA P100

In order to parallelize the code at all, we need to resolve the race condition when updating
the grid (lines 2425 in Listing 1). NVIDIA's GPUs have hardware atomic units in the
L2 cache for a variety of atomic operations on dierent data types. In particular, there is
hardware atomic support for addition on oating point data.

3.1 A Simple Implementation
To make a rst parallel implementation of the code we consider a number of independent
warps. Each warp takes a visibility and processes it. Inside the innermost loop, the grid
update is parallelized across all the threads in the warp and the update is performed with
atomics. This ensures that, in terms of memory coalescing, the grid is updated reasonably
eciently. An outline of this approach is given in Listing 4. Despite its simplicity, this
method performs surprisingly well. Runtimes on the K80 and P100 are given in Table 2.
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for ( int i = warpIdKernel ; i < num_vis ; i += nwarpsKernel )
{
/* ... snip : read input data as before : snip ... */
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const int wsupport = support [ grid_w ];
const int kernel_start = conv_kernel_start_idx [ grid_w ];
const int kernel_size = oversample /2 + wsupport * oversample + 1;
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const int off_u = ( int ) round ( ( round ( pos_u ) - pos_u ) * oversample );
const int off_v = ( int ) round ( ( round ( pos_v ) - pos_v ) * oversample );
float conv_mul = ( ww_i > 0 ? -1.0 f : 1.0 f );
for ( int j = - wsupport ; j <= wsupport ; ++ j )
{
int iy = abs ( off_v + j * oversample );
// Parallelize this loop over all threads in a warp
for ( int k = - wsupport + threadIdx . x ; k <= wsupport ; k += warpSize )
{
int ix = abs ( off_u + k * oversample );
float2 c = conv_kernel [ kernel_start + iy * kernel_size + ix ];
c . y *= conv_mul ;
sum += c . x ;
int p = 2 * ((( grid_v + j ) * grid_size ) + grid_u + k );
atomicAdd ( grid +p , ( val [0] * c . x - val [1] * c . y ) );
atomicAdd ( grid + p + 1 , ( val [1] * c . x + val [0] * c . y ) );
}
}

Listing 4: An outline of the rst CUDA kernel. The race condition in the grid update is resolved
using atomics. The kernel is launched with 2D thread blocks with

warpIdKernel

is the index of this warp within the entire kernel.
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blockDim.x = 32.

The variable

3.2 Coalesced Transfers, Shared Memory and Warp Divergence

Table 2: Runtimes for the atomic CUDA implementation on the dierent data sets.

Runtime (ms)

Data Set

K80

P100

Synthetic

188

86

EL30EL56

6330

3835

EL56EL82

2400

1340

EL82EL70

1173

555

Referring back to Table 1 we see that the SKA data sets contain roughly 15 times more
visibilities than the synthetic data set. The EL30EL56 data set has a much larger stack
of convolution kernels than all the other data sets, and there are many kernels with far
bigger supports (which means more work is required to update the grid). The EL82EL70
data set has a much smaller convolution stack than any other data set, and the kernels
tend to have small support.

3.2 Coalesced Transfers, Shared Memory and Warp Divergence
If the atomic adds in the simple approach above are replaced with normal adds, hence
introducing a race condition and giving incorrect results, the code runs slower.

This is

a little surprising at rst, since a normal add cannot possibly be slower than an atomic
add.

The explanation lies in the memory subsystem.

The grid updates (lines 2324 in

Listing 4) for each visibility happen at a random oset within the grid.
the convolution kernels have relatively small support (less than

20 × 20)

Since many of

we require many

misaligned memory loads in order to fetch and update the grid. If atomic operations are
used, then this update is performed in L2 cache where the cache line size (between L2 cache
and GDDR memory) is 32B. When regular load-add-write instructions are used, then this
update is performed in the SM where the cache line size (between L1 cache and GDDR
memory) is 128B. Not using atomics therefore incurs much more memory trac, as in the
worst case we bring in two whole 128B cache lines from GDDR memory and only use a
fraction of each one.
Since the application is memory bandwidth bound, we should try to avoid any misaligned memory accesses.

requires

Unfortunately this is easier said than done.

The application

the grid updates to happen at certain locations and we cannot alter the size of the

convolution kernel support. The only way therefore to alleviate the misaligned accesses is
to partition the grid into a set of tiles. For each tile we process all the visibilities whose
grid updates intersect that tile. We accumulate results into some local memory space, and
nally we write the accumulated results back to the grid. Since the size and location of
the tiles are under our control, we can align them correctly. Furthermore, we should also
get good data re-use in areas where the grid intensity is high. An illustration of this is
shown in Figure 3. Each tile contains zero or more visibilities, and the tiles which cover the
central halo will contain many more visibilities (and hence much more work) than other
tiles.
However, before we can go any further we need to consider the local memory space of
the previous paragraph, into which we need to accumulate results. The local memory space
cannot be GDDR device memory since then the alignment problem is simply moved from
one place to another. The update from each visibility will be unaligned. We are therefore
left with considering shared memory.

Shared memory has no notion of alignment

is very fast, and so would seem a good candidate.

d

It has a notion of bank which is related in some sense.
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Unfortunately the amount of shared

3.2 Coalesced Transfers, Shared Memory and Warp Divergence

Figure 3: Grid intensity plot for synthetic data, set showing tiles. As before the colour bar ranges
from 1 at the bottom to

1, 100

at the top.

memory per SM is always on the small side, and our grid is complex valued. Even for a
very small tile size such as
is not a lot.

32 × 32 we would get at most eight thread blocks per SM, which

This moves us then to the nal local memory space we can consider, namely the register
le. The P100 has a 15MB register le, much bigger than the L2 cache and the same size
as the aggregated L1 cache across the whole device. In addition, each SM in the P100 has
only 64 cores, but has 65K registers. The device is therefore very well suited to running
registerheavy kernels. The problem with registers is that they are compile-time objects:
they cannot be referenced using runtime information. The only runtime information we
are allowed to use is whether or not a particular register is accessed (i.e. an

if statement).

We can therefore allocate a realcomplex register pair to each grid element in each tile.
Each thread owns a certain number of these registers, and hence owns a certain portion of
the tile. As the visibilities for that tile are processed, the thread must check whether the
current visibility will result in an update to its portion of the tile. If it will, the thread
updates its registers. If not, the thread skips to the next visibility.
It is clear then that we are introducing warp divergence. Indeed, we are

misaligned memory operations for warp divergence

exchanging

since we will have warp divergence

exactly when we would have had misaligned memory trac (this is done through suitable
partitioning of the tile among the threads). On the face of it this may sound like a bad
idea, but remember that the application has virtually no compute. It is memory bandwidth
bound. Indeed, as we will see, we can totally remove all the warp divergence by introducing
redundant computations. The resulting code is branch free and runs no faster than the
divergent code. In fact, since it uses slightly more registers, it runs slightly slower.
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3.3 A Tiled Approach

3.3 A Tiled Approach
To implement this tiled approach we need to do four things.
1. Compute the region of grid that is updated (we call this the

active grid ).

bounding box

or the

2. Cover the bounding box with tiles.
3. Sort the visibility data according to which tile(s) the grid update would intersect.
4. Process the tiles and write the accumulated updates back to the grid.
Computing the bounding box is trivial and extremely fast. Choosing a tiling is similarly
straightforward. The only renement we make is to ensure that the grid centre is in the
middle of one of the tiles.

This is helpful for the SKA data since the visibilities are

extremely condensed around the grid centre and the central tile will contain a lot of work.

3.3.1 Bucket Sort
We use a bucket sort to sort the visibilities according to which tiles they aect. Although
it may seem as if we want large tiles, it turns out that in fact the optimal tile size for the
P100, for all the data sets, is
grid requires over

10, 000

32 × 32.

This means that to cover the whole active part of the

tiles. Bucket sorts are most ecient when the data being sorted

is small and when the number of buckets is small, so that things can be kept in shared
memory (or cache on CPU). For the convolution gridding application, each datum consists
of six single precision values (uu,
buckets is huge.

vv, ww, vis.re, vis.im, weight) and the number of

Producing a high performance bucket sort which avoids non-coalesced

writes would be challenging. Fortunately, a fairly naïve implementation on the P100 gives
such good performance that the sorting time can more or less be ignored.
The basic idea is to take each tile and then count the number of visibilities whose grid
update would intersect that tile. A visibility with a large convolution kernel support may
intersect several tiles, so a single visibility may lie in multiple buckets. This count data
is then accumulated into bucket osets. A bucket sort kernel is then launched, in which
threads read visibilities and place them into buckets. Since the oset for each bucket is
known, a thread simply has to perform an atomic add on the bucket oset in order to get a
location at which to place visibility data. This idea is outlined in Listing 5. One variation
we tried was to group all the data for a single visibility into a struct with six entries. Each
thread then has a single fat write rather than ve smaller writes as shown above. This
made no dierence to the runtime of the sort or the subsequent processing.

3.3.2 Processing the Tiles
We assign multiple thread blocks to each tile.

We could use only one thread block per

tile, but the card is better saturated (and the load balance better) when we use multiple
thread blocks per tile. Although we previously argued that we should assign registers to
grid elements, it turns out to be more ecient to split the grid elements between registers
and shared memory. This eectively enlarges the size of the register le since we treat the
shared memory in exactly the same way as we treat the registers.
Each thread allocates

REGSZ

registers and

SHMSZ

shared memory elements and as-

n consecutive threads will assign
(REGSZ+SHMSZ) rows and n columns of the tile to local storage. An outline of the approach
is given in Listing 6. Note the branch on is_my_k which introduces the warp divergence.
Threads taking the is_my_k branch will behave uniformly with respect to the is_my_j
branch since all threads in a warp have the same value of j.

signs them to a portion of a tile column.

A group of
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for ( int i = tidKernel ; i < num_vis ; i += nthdsKernel )
{
/* ... snip : load data etc : ... snip */
int u_start , u_stop , v_start , v_stop ;
/* ... snip : determine the u and v range of tiles
this visibility will intersect
: ... snip */
for ( int pv = v_start ; pv < v_stop ; pv ++) {
for ( int pu = u_start ; pu < u_stop ; pu ++)
{
// Get current offset for tile ( pu , pv ) and increment by one
int off = atomicAdd (& OFFSETS_IN_TILES ( pu , pv ) , 1);
bucket_uu [ off ] = uu [ i ];
bucket_vv [ off ] = vv [ i ];
bucket_ww [ off ] = ww [ i ];
float2 v ;
v . x = vis [2 * i ];
v . y = vis [2 * i + 1];
bucket_vis [ off ] = v ;
bucket_weight [ off ] = weight [ i ];
}
}
}
Listing 5: An outline of the naïve bucket sort algorithm. The macro
the oset where visibility data for tile
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(pu,pv)

OFFSETS_IN_TILES

returns

starts.

// Pick up which tile we should process
const int pu = blockIdx .y , pv = blockIdx . z ;
// Multiple blocks will process this tile
const int bid = blockIdx .x , nblks = gridDim . x ;
const int my_grid_u_idx = threadIdx . x + tile_u_offset ;
const int my_grid_v_idx_start = threadIdx . y * ( REGSZ + SHMSZ ) + tile_v_offset ;
// Allocate the registers and shared memory
float2 regs [ REGSZ ];
extern __shared__ float2 shmem [];
/* ... snip : set both to zero : ... snip */
for ( int i = tileOffset + bid ; i < tileOffset + num_vis ; i += nblks )
{
/* ... snip : read in data , set up variables as before : ... snip */
const int k = my_grid_u_idx - grid_u ;
bool is_my_k = (- wsupport <= k && k <= wsupport );
if ( is_my_k ) {
for ( int r =0; r < REGSZ ; r ++) {
const int j = my_grid_v_idx_start + r - grid_v ;
const bool is_my_j = ( - wsupport <= j && j <= wsupport );
if ( is_my_j ) {
float2 c = conv_kernel [ kernel_start + iy * size + ix ];
c . y *= conv_mul ;
regs [ r ]. x += ( val . x * c . x - val .y * c . y );
regs [ r ]. y += ( val . y * c . x + val .x * c . y );
}
}
for ( int s =0; s < SHMSZ ; s ++) {
/* ... snip : shared memory is treated similarly : ... snip */
}
} // END if ( is_my_k )
/* ... snip ... */
Listing 6:

Outline of the kernel which processes the tiles, storing intermediate results in reg-

isters and shared memory.
gence.

Note the branching on

is_my_k

which will introduce warp diver-

The kernel is launched with a 3D grid and 2D thread blocks where the tile size is

blockDim.y*(REGSZ+SHMSZ)

rows and

blockDim.x

9

columns.

3.3 A Tiled Approach
We can replace the branching at line 15 in Listing 6 with predicated loads, as shown
in Listing 7. The code is now branch-free but contains many multiplications by zero. The

/* ... snip ... */
for ( int r =0; r < REGSZ ; r ++) {
const int j = my_grid_v_idx_start + r - grid_v ;
const int iy = abs ( off_v + j * oversample );
const bool is_my_j = ( - wsupport <= j && j <= wsupport );
float2 c = {0 , 0};
if ( is_my_k && is_my_j ) {
c = conv_kernel [ kernel_start + iy * size + ix ];
}
c . y *= conv_mul ;
regs [ r ]. x += ( val . x * c . x - val .y * c . y );
regs [ r ]. y += ( val . y * c . x + val .x * c . y );
}
/* ... snip ... */
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Listing 7: An excerpt of the tile kernel showing how branching can be replaced with predicated
loads at the expense of much more compute. This modication is slightly slower than the algorithm
presented in Listing 6.

proler shows a sharp increase in the utilization of the oating point units, but the overall
runtime is no faster than the divergent code (in fact it is slightly slower due to slightly
higher register use).

3.3.3 Performance of the Tiled Approach
Despite the branching, the simple tiled approach works well on the synthetic data set.
Details of the runtimes for all the stages are given in Table 3. Note that the times taken
to copy the data to and from the GPU are a substantial part of the overall runtime. This
can be optimized, but at the expense of making the code harder to maintain. For example,
each call to

cudaMalloc

takes roughly 0.6 ms. Calls to

cudaMemcpy

are also more ecient

if several smaller copies are grouped into one large copy.

Table 3: Runtimes for the GPU kernels in the tiled approach when processing the synthetic data
set.

Kernel

Time (ms)

Kernel

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

0.09

count points in tiles

0.42

accumulate tile osets

0.04

bucket sort

3.1

process tiles

51.8

migrate inputs to GPU

14.5

copy outputs to CPU

15.5

The corresponding runtimes for the three SKA data sets are given in Table 4. Comparing the times to process the tiles in the synthetic data set and the EL56EL82 data
set, we see that the latter takes roughly 29 times longer to process. This is a little long,
considering the data set is only 15 times bigger. Indeed, only the EL30EL56 runtime is
faster than the simple approach outlined in Section 3.1 (see Table 2). Looking again at
Figure 2, and especially considering the scales of the colour bars, it becomes clear what
the problem is. There is a large concentration of work in a very small area of the grid,
and that area will be covered by very few tiles. We therefore have load imbalance: most
thread blocks will have comparatively little work to do, but a few thread blocks (perhaps
10 or 20) will have a huge amount of work. We need to address this somehow.
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3.4 Rening the Tiled Approach

Table 4: Runtimes for the GPU kernels in the tiled approach for the dierent SKA data sets.

Kernel

Time (ms)

Kernel

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

1.1

count points in tiles

17.4

accumulate tile osets

0.05

bucket sort

48.7

process tiles

2400

migrate inputs to GPU

122

copy outputs to CPU

50

(a) EL30EL56 Data Set

Kernel

Time (ms)

Kernel

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

1.1

count points in tiles

15.3

accumulate tile osets

0.06

bucket sort

26.5

process tiles

1470

migrate inputs to GPU

98.3

copy outputs to CPU

50

(b) EL56EL82 Data Set

Kernel

Time (ms)

Kernel

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

1.1

count points in tiles

3.8

accumulate tile osets

0.06

bucket sort

22.3

process tiles

1214

migrate inputs to GPU

90.3

copy outputs to CPU

50

(c) EL82EL70 Data Set

3.4 Rening the Tiled Approach
For the SKA data sets there is a sharp increase in computational workload per tile as we
approach the centre of the grid. By contrast, away from the grid centre, the workload per
tile is comparatively uniform. Simply launching more thread blocks per tile does not work.
Above roughly eight blocks per tile, the code starts running slower.
A relatively simple way to deal with the load imbalance is to select a group of tiles near
the centre of the grid and process these separately from the remaining tiles. We call this
group of tiles the

central box

and we dene it by a tile radius

W

from the central tile. The

central tile is the tile that contains the grid centre (the bright dots in Figure 2 above). If

tile coordinates e (u, v), then the central box consists of all tiles lying
top left tile coordinate (u − W, v − W ) and bottom right tile coordinate

the central tile has
in the box with

(u + W, v + W ).

We modify our tile processing kernel from Listing 6 to check whether tiles are in the
central box and if so, we skip them. That way the central box is not processed. Of course,
if the central box is empty, then all tiles are processed.
This leaves only the question of how to process the central box. Our approach is to
re-use the modied tile processing kernel. This time the kernel is launched with a number
of tiles corresponding to the central box, and we pass in an empty central box which
means all tiles are processed. By also passing in a tile oset (equal to the top left corner,
in tile coordinates, of the central box) we can make sure the correct set of tiles is processed.
This code is outlined in Listing 8.

e
The tile coordinates are dened as follows. Starting from the top left tile in the grid and moving in the
u-direction, the tiles are given coordinates (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0). . . . The next row of tiles is labelled (0, 1),
(1, 1), (2, 1). . . and so on.
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3.5 Improving the Convolution Kernel Layout
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

// Pick up which tile we should process
const int pu = offsetInTileIdx . u + blockIdx . y ;
const int pv = offsetInTileIdx . v + blockIdx . z ;
// If the tile falls in the central box , return
if ( centralBox . topLeft . u <= pu && pu <= centralBox . botRight . u &&
centralBox . topLeft . v <= pv && pv <= centralBox . botRight . v )
return ;
// Multiple blocks will process this tile
const int bid = blockIdx .x , nblks = gridDim . x ;
/* ... snip ... */
Listing 8: Modifying the algorithm outlined in Listing 6 to avoid the central box.

We can allocate many thread blocks per tile when processing the central box, and fewer
when processing the remaining tiles. It should be noted that the majority of the processing
time is spent processing the outer tiles. The eect of this renement is shown in Table 5.
This is a satisfying improvement over the results in Table 4.

Table 5: Runtimes for processing the two tiled regions for the dierent data sets, with optimal
choices of tile radius

W.
Runtime (ms)

Data Set

W

Central Box

Remaining Tiles

Synthetic

0

0.26

50

52.6

EL30EL56

7

219

1624

1843

EL56EL82

6

161

725

886

EL82EL70

4

125

418

543

Total

3.5 Improving the Convolution Kernel Layout
Through examining the tiled code in the proler and experimenting with the

oversample

parameter, it became clear that the performance could be improved quite substantially if
the access into the convolution kernels could be improved. Recall that our implementation
still uses the original layout of the convolution kernels (albeit in a compacted convolution
stack), and that this gives rise to non-coalesced memory transfers.

These clog up the

memory subsystem since the SM has to issue multiple memory instructions to the memory
controllers for each read, with the result that the memory controllers become swamped

f

with instructions and the SM has to wait (it stalls) .
We consider now the strided memory accesses shown in Listing 3.

A simple way to

resolve the strided accesses is to duplicate elements (only a quarter of any convolution
kernel needs to be stored due to symmetry). Storing the whole kernel, for example, means
we have linear accesses, but our convolution stack becomes much bigger. Unfortunately
this approach leads to a slower runtime on the GPU since fewer convolution kernels can
t into L2 and L1 unied cache.
We need to achieve linear accesses, but not increase the size of the convolution stack.
Working through the access pattern in Listing 3 as

k

varies (and keeping

j

xed), we

observe the following.

f

This is a somewhat heuristic explanation:

a more technical explanation is to say the code stalls

predominantly due to memory dependencies caused by scattered reads.
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•

off_u == -oversample/2 then we read convolution kernel elements in the order
wsupport − |k| if k < 1, and in the order wsupport − |k| + 1 if k ≥ 1. In other words
we read distinct elements for -wsupport ≤ k ≤ 0 and then elements start repeating

If

in the reverse order.

•

If 0 < off_u < oversample/2 then we read convolution kernel
wsupport − k . In other words no repeated elements occur.

•

If

elements in the order

off_u == 0 then we read convolution kernel elements in the order wsupport − |k|.
-wsupport ≤ k ≤ 0 and then elements

In other words we read distinct elements for
start repeating in the reverse order.

•

If

off_u > 0

then we observe the exact same ordering as at

reected around zero, i.e.

off_u = -off_u,

but

k = −k .

The index calculations above all involve a linear stride and so lead to coalesced reads. We
can formalize this by dening a function



W S − |k| + I{k≥1}



W S − k
idx(ou , k) =

W S − |k|



idx(−o , −k)
u

if
if
if
if

ou = -oversample/2,
-oversample/2 < ou < 0,
ou = 0,
ou > 0.

W S = wsupport. To reorder a convolution kernel, it is sucient to loop over all
off_u and k, read the kernel element at the original strided location, and store it at location
offset(off_u) + idx(off_u,k), where offset denes in which order the stored rows are
placed. The specic choice if offset is arbitrary; we use


if 0 < |ou | < oversample/2,
(|ou | − 1)(2W S + 1)
offset(ou ) = (oversample/2 − 1)(2W S + 1)
if ou = 0,


(oversample/2 − 1)(2W S + 1) + (W S + 1) if |ou | = oversample/2.
where

Since the convolution kernel is symmetric in

j

as well, we could of course perform the

same rearrangement. However this does not achieve much: in our implementation the nocoalesced memory accesses only occur in the

k direction.

The indexing calculation outlined

above is rather involved. It turns out that reordering the convolution kernels in

k

and

j

slows the code down due to excessive register use. We therefore leave the original strided
access in

j,

and in the

k

direction we adopt the new layout outlined above. The eect of

this new ordering is show in Table 6.

Table 6: Runtimes for processing the two tiled regions with coalesced reads into the convolution
kernels, with optimal choice of tile radius

Data Set

W

W.
Runtime (ms)

Central Box

Remaining Tiles

Total

Synthetic

1

1.2

43.7

44.9

EL30EL56

15

488

763.5

1,225

EL56EL82

6

163.4

475.6

639

EL82EL70

4

126.8

284.9

412
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3.6 Final Notes
In Section 3.1 we presented a simple approach based purely on atomics. Our nal approach
was based on tiling and sorting all the visibilities (nal runtimes including all pre-processing
and memory copies are given in Table 11). One can also imagine a combination (or hybrid)
of these two approaches: we tile a subregion of the active grid and process the remaining
visibilities which do not lie in this region with the algorithm discussed in Section 3.1. The
idea here is that tiling exploits data re-use, so in regions where we have very little data
re-use (far from the grid centre) it may be more ecient to just use atomics. This turns
out not to be the case on the P100. On the P100, it is always faster to tile the entire active
grid.
On Kepler architectures (e.g. K20 and K80), the reverse is true: it is always faster to
process all the visibilities with the atomics approach from Section 3.1 and never use any
tiles. This is simply due to register pressure: the tiled code uses a lot of registers, and we
were not able to nd a tile size (and register/shared memory split) which led to a full (or

g

partial) tiled approach outperforming the simple atomics .
The nal code therefore implements the hybrid method. A variable

tileFactor denes

which fraction of the active grid is tiled: a value of one means the entire active grid is
tiled, a value of zero means there are no tiles, and a value between zero and one means
a corresponding subset of the active grid is tiled.

The code then uses all the kernels

discussed above to process the various parts of the grid. For a P100 it is always optimal

tileFactor=1,
tileFactor=0.

to set

whereas for a Kepler card it appears as if one should always set

Another idea that was explored was bucket sorting the visibility data by convolution
kernel index as well.

In the tiled implementation described above, the buckets for the

bucket sort are just the tiles. Now the buckets are the individual convolution kernel layers
within each tile, i.e. the number of buckets increases by a factor equal to the variable

num_w_planes

in the original serial code. By grouping visibilities by tile and convolution

kernel, we maximize the cache re-use. Indeed this approach does decrease the time taken to
process the tiles, with the biggest gain occurring in the EL30EL56 data set. Unfortunately,
the time to perform the bucket sort via our relatively naïve algorithm outlined in Section
3.3.1 increases roughly threefold. The result is a rather modest decrease in overall kernel
runtime. The EL56EL82 data set time changes even less, while the EL82EL70 and the
synthetic data sets are processed slightly slower. Sorting by convolution kernel makes little
dierence to the tile processing time in these last two data sets, so the gains are wiped
out by the slower sorting. Overall, this is a promising avenue for further exploration. Our
bucket sort code is the simplest possible: numerous improvements can be made. A faster
bucket sort would make this approach viable.

4

OpenMP Version for Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi

Using OpenMP allows us to develop one code-base that will execute on both Intel Xeon
and Xeon Phi architectures. In the sections that follow we tested our implementations on
a 24-core Xeon machine containing two 12-core Intel E2670 (Haswell) 2.3GHz CPUs and
128GB memory, and a 68-core Xeon Phi 7250 (Knights Landing) 1.4GHz machine with
94GB of DDR RAM and 16GB of high-bandwidth MCDRAM. The memory and threading
congurations of the two machines are as follows:

•
g

Xeon: dual socket machine where each socket has 12 physical cores. Each core has
32KB L1 cache and 256KB L2 cache, and can run 2 threads (2-way hyperthreading).

It is possible such a combination exists and would be found with further experimentation.
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4.1 Initial Implementation
There is a 30MB L3 cache shared among the 12 cores. In total the Xeon therefore
has roughly 34MB of cache per socket, making 68MB cache in total.

•

Xeon Phi: single socket machine with 68 physical cores.

Each core has 32KB L1

cache and can run 4 threads (4-way hyperthreading). Two physical cores together
share 1MB L2 cache.

The Xeon Phi was used in at mode so there was no L3

cache. In total the Xeon Phi therefore has roughly 37MB cache overall. All the data
for the program was placed in MCDRAM but it made no dierence to the runtime:
the code ran as fast when all the data was placed in DDR. This is due to the low

h

achieved bandwidth for the code .
On both machines we used version 17.0.1 (20161005) of the Intel C++ compiler. All results
were produced using 24 threads for the Xeon and 136 threads for the Xeon Phi as this gave
the best performance. In addition, we set the environment variables
and

KMP_BLOCK_TIME=0.

KMP_AFFINITY=scatter

The former ensures threads are allocated to successive physical

cores, and the latter that idle threads are put to sleep immediately.
It is interesting to note that the Xeon Phi has slightly more cache than one Xeon
socket, but only 272KB cache per thread for each of the 136 threads, compared with the
roughly 2.8MB cache per thread for each of the 24 threads on the Xeon. Since the gridding
algorithm is bandwidth bound and involves a fair amount of data reuse, it already suggests
that some work will be needed to get good performance on the Xeon Phi.

4.1 Initial Implementation
The obvious source of parallelism in the original serial code is that each visibility can be
processed independently of all the others, with synchronization needed only when we come
to update the grid. This suggests a straightforward modication of Listing 1 with the main
loop over visibilities parallelized with OpenMP and the grid updates performed atomically.
The resulting implementation is sketched in Listing 9.
The times reported in Table 11 show that this relatively simple modication to the
code does result in a signicant reduction in the runtime. There are a number of issues,
however, that restrict performance.

k).

•

The atomics prevent the compiler from vectorizing the inner loop (over

•

There is no attempt to re-use grid values that might reside in cache (at lines 31 and

•

The convolution kernels are not accessed in a cache-friendly manner.

33 of Listing 9).
We stride

through the data rather than accessing contiguous elements, which requires expensive
vector gather instructions, and we do not attempt to re-use cached data.

We attempted to overcome the rst issue by developing an atomic-free version of the
code, where each thread maintained its own local copy of the active portion of the grid

i

and updated it with its share of the visibilities. Once this stage was complete, each thread
took a portion of the global grid and reduced all the partial results for the grid points in
its area onto the global grid. In both stages no atomic operations were required as threads
were updating either local copies of grid data (stage 1) or the grid was partitioned into
separate areas for each thread (stage 2).
This approach proved to be slightly faster on the Xeon CPU than the initial implementation, but it performed much worse on the Xeon Phi  it took approximately an order of
magnitude more time than the CPU execution. The reason for this was exhaustion of the

h
i

Our nal implementation ends up being latency bound.
The term

active grid

is dened in Section 3.3.
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4.1 Initial Implementation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

# pragma omp parallel for default ( shared ) schedule ( guided ,5)
for ( int i = 0; i < num_vis ; i ++)
{
/* ... snip ... */
grid_u =
grid_v =
grid_w =
wsupport

( int ) round ( pos_u ) + g_centre ;
( int ) round ( pos_v ) + g_centre ;
( int ) round ( sqrt ( fabs ( ww_i * w_scale )));
= support [ grid_w ];

off_u = ( int ) round ( ( round ( pos_u ) - pos_u ) * oversample );
off_v = ( int ) round ( ( round ( pos_v ) - pos_v ) * oversample );
/* Convolve this point . */
conv_kernel_start = grid_w * kernel_dim ;
sum = 0.0;
float conv_mul = ( ww_i > 0 ? -1.0 f : 1.0 f );
for ( j = - wsupport ; j <= wsupport ; ++ j )
{
iy = abs ( off_v + j * oversample );
for (k = - wsupport ; k <= wsupport ; ++ k )
{
ix = abs ( off_u + k * oversample );
p = 2 * ( conv_kernel_start + iy * conv_size_half + ix );
cwt [0] = conv_kernel [ p ];
cwt [1] = conv_mul * conv_kernel [ p + 1];
sum += cwt [0]; /* Real part only . */
p = 2 * ((( grid_v + j) * grid_size ) + grid_u + k );
# pragma omp atomic
grid [ p ]
+= ( val [0] * cwt [0] - val [1] * cwt [1]);
# pragma omp atomic
grid [ p + 1] += ( val [1] * cwt [0] + val [0] * cwt [1]);
}
}
* norm += sum * w ;
}
Listing 9: Initial OpenMP implementation.
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4.2 Tiling
Xeon Phi's Level 2 cache, as each thread was maintaining and updating its own copy of the
grid in memory. Even though we only stored the area of the grid in which visibilities were
being added, we found that this caused a great deal of contention for the small amount
(1MB) of Level 2 cache shared between pairs of threads.

4.2 Tiling
The problems described in the previous section suggest that a tiled approach, similar to
that adopted on the GPU, would be benecial for the OpenMP code. Under this scheme
each thread works on a discrete portion (tile) of the grid, which means updates can be
performed without atomics, and the partitioning will promote re-use of cached grid values
by restricting the range of the data accesses.
To assign the visibilities to tiles we use a CPU version of the GPU bucket sort shown in
Listing 5. The main modication we make is additionally to sort visibilities within a tile by
their convolution kernel levels. Combined with the reordering described in Section 4.3, this
improves the cache eciency of accesses to convolution kernel data. Unlike on the GPU,
the additional cost of the extra level of sorting is oset by the resulting improvement in
gridding performance.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

# pragma omp parallel for default ( shared ) schedule ( static ,1)
for ( int tile =0; tile < nTiles ; tile ++)
{
/* Retrieve the next tile to process from the work queue */
int pu = workQueue . at ( tile ). pu ;
int pv = workQueue . at ( tile ). pv ;
/* Work out the grid coordinate of the tile */
const int tile_u [] = { boxTop . u + pu * tileWidth , boxTop . u
+ ( pu +1)* tileWidth -1};
const int tile_v [] = { boxTop . v + pv * tileHeight , boxTop . v
+ ( pv +1)* tileHeight -1};
/* For every visibility in that tile ... */
for ( int i = 0; i < num_tile_vis ; i ++)
{
/* ... snip : read visibility data as before : snip ... */
/* Constrain the
const int kstart
const int kend
const int jstart
const int jend

for ( int j = jstart ; j <= jend ; ++ j )
{
# pragma omp simd
for ( int k = kstart ; k <= kend ; ++ k )
{
/* ... snip : compute index into wkernel : snip ... */
float2 c = conv_kernel [ p ];
c . y *= conv_mul ;

32
33
34
35
36

grid points we will update to be within the tile */
= std :: max ( tile_u [0] - grid_u , - wsupport );
= std :: min ( tile_u [1] - grid_u , wsupport );
= std :: max ( tile_v [0] - grid_v , - wsupport );
= std :: min ( tile_v [1] - grid_v , wsupport );

} } } }

p = (( grid_v + j ) * grid_size ) + grid_u + k ;
grid [2* p ]
+= ( val . x * c. x - val . y * c . y );
grid [2* p + 1] += ( val . y * c . x + val . x * c . y );

Listing 10: Tiled OpenMP implementation.
Listing 10 outlines the tiled OpenMP implementation. The
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#pragma omp simd

on the

4.3 Reordering the Convolution Kernels
inner-most loop (k index) at line 26 is required because the Intel compiler mistakenly
believes there is a data dependency between updates to grid points and so refuses to
vectorize the loop. We know that tiling prevents two threads from ever trying to update
the same grid point, and so it is safe to enforce vectorization.
Listing 10 also introduces a
cessed.

workQueue

to determine the order in which tiles are pro-

As shown in Figure 3, the number of visibilities in a tile varies dramatically

depending on where in the grid a tile is located. Processing tiles in grid order (i.e. left-toright and top-to-bottom) will result in computational load imbalance as some threads will
be allocated tiles containing large numbers of visibilities while others are only given tiles
with few or no visibilities.
Each item in the

workQueue

is the

(u, v)

tile coordinate of a tile together with the

number of visibilities that the tile contains. The

workQueue

is sorted in decreasing order

of the number of visibilities in the tiles (i.e. high to low). Each thread processes one tile
at a time (by the

schedule(static,1)

on line 1 of Listing 10) in an eort to balance the

computational load by splitting the work up as nely as possible.
Tiling the whole grid overcomes the problems encountered on the Xeon Phi with cache
exhaustion and thus gives better performance than the two-stage atomic-free approach.
However, we encounter the same problem as the GPU with the three SKA data sets, in
that the concentration of a large proportion of the visibilities on a small central portion of
the grid leads to load imbalance even with the

workQueue approach.

Experimentation with

dierent tile sizes and OpenMP scheduling choices did nothing to alleviate this problem.
We therefore settled on a nal design for the OpenMP code which corresponds very
closely to the GPU code. We handle the outside portion of the grid using tiles, but designate
a central box, in which most of the work lies, that is handled dierently. Listing 11 shows
how we combine all the visibilities in the tiles in the central box into a single entity,
and then parallelize over this with all the threads at our disposal.

This means we now

eectively have multiple OpenMP threads per tile, which means we again have to worry
about race conditions on the grid updates. We know from our experience with the initial
parallelization of the serial code that we must avoid using OpenMP atomics if we want
to achieve good performance. Our solution is to use the two-stage atomic-free approach
discussed previously, but because we are only applying it to the small central area of the
grid (e.g.

6×6

tiles, each containing

64 × 64

grid points) we do not encounter the same

problems with L2 cache exhaustion on the Xeon Phi.

4.3 Reordering the Convolution Kernels
As discussed in Section 2, storing and accessing the convolution kernels in an ecient
manner is crucial to achieving good performance. The rst optimization we perform is to
reduce the amount of memory required to store the convolution kernels. In the original
serial code, every kernel was stored using the largest support value across all the kernels
even if a given kernel's actual support was smaller.
To compact the kernel, we loop through each level (that is, each value of

grid_w) of the

kernel and store only those elements that are actually accessed during gridding. Each such
level has size

oversample/2 + wsupport*oversample + 1 in both the u and v directions.

This typically results in a factor 4.5 reduction in the space required to store the kernel.
This stage is shown in lines 322 in Listing 12.
The compacted kernel is the most space-ecient way of storing the convolution functions, but it is still neither cache- nor vectorization-friendly. Recall from Listing 1, lines
15 and 18, that the oversampling parameter leads to strided memory access. This requires
vector gather operations when the loop is vectorized, and the presence of

ix

abs

means that

may increase or decrease as we progress through the loop iterations. Compacting the

kernel does not alleviate the problem.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

# pragma omp parallel default ( shared )
{
# pragma omp single
{
/* 1 thread allocates enough copies of the central box for all threads */
local_grid = ( float *) calloc ( loc_grid_size * nthreads , 2* sizeof ( float ));
}
/* Divide all the visibilities in the central box across all threads */
# pragma omp for schedule ( guided , 5)
for ( int vis =0; vis < num_central_vis ; vis ++)
{
/* Work out which tile the visibility is in */
const int myTile = tileLookup ( cenTileOff , vis );

16

/* ... snip : read visibility data as before : snip ... */

17
18

/* ... snip : constrain grid points to tile as before : snip ... */

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

for ( int j = jstart ; j <= jend ; ++ j )
{
# pragma omp simd
for ( int k = kstart ; k <= kend ; ++ k )
{
/* ... snip : compute index into wkernel as before : snip ... */

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

}

}

}

/* Each thread updates its copy of the central box */
p = (2* ithread * loc_grid_size ) + (2*((( grid_v - grid_v_min + j )
* loc_grid_u ) + grid_u - grid_u_min + k ));
local_grid [ p ]
+= ( val . x * c . x - val . y * c . y );
local_grid [ p + 1] += ( val .y * c . x + val . x * c . y );

/* For every grid point in the central box , accumulate the partial */
/* sums from each thread 's local copy . No point will be updated
*/
/* by more than one thread .
*/
# pragma omp for schedule ( guided ,5)
for ( int j =0; j < loc_grid_size ; j ++)
{
/* Work out index of corresponding global grid point */
int loc_grid_row_v = j / loc_grid_u ;
int loc_grid_col_u = j % loc_grid_u ;
int glob_idx = loc_grid_base + 2*(( loc_grid_row_v * grid_size )
+ loc_grid_col_u );
for ( int k =0; k < nthreads ; k ++)
{
long int grd_idx = (2*( long ) k *( long ) loc_grid_size )+(2*( long ) j );
grid [ glob_idx ] += local_grid [ grd_idx ];
grid [ glob_idx +1] += local_grid [ grd_idx +1];
}
}
/* ... snip : free dynamically allocated memory : snip ... */
}
Listing 11: OpenMP implementation for handling the dense central box.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

# pragma omp parallel default ( shared )
{
/* Compact the kernels to only store the values */
/* within their oversampled wsupport range */
# pragma omp for schedule ( static )
for ( int grid_w = 0; grid_w < num_w_planes ; grid_w ++)
{
const int wsupport = wkernel_support [ grid_w ];
const int start = compacted_wkernel_start_idx . at ( grid_w );
const int size = oversample /2 + wsupport * oversample + 1;

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

}

for ( int iy = 0; iy < size ; iy ++)
{
for ( int ix =0; ix < size ; ix ++)
{
float2 c ;
c . x = WKERNEL ( grid_w , iy , ix ,0);
c . y = WKERNEL ( grid_w , iy , ix ,1);
compacted_wkernels . at ( start + iy * size + ix ) = c ;
}
}

/* Loop through the compacted wkernel in the order in which its */
/* elements would actually be accessed and store them in this order */
# pragma omp for schedule ( static )
for ( int grid_w = 0 ; grid_w < num_w_planes ; grid_w ++)
{
/* ... snip : extract the wkernel dimensions as before : snip ... */
for ( int off_v = 0 ; off_v <= oversample /2 ; off_v ++)
{
for ( int off_u = 0 ; off_u <= oversample /2 ; off_u ++)
{
for ( int j = - wsupport ; j <= wsupport ; j ++)
{
int iy = abs ( off_v + j * oversample );
for ( int i = - wsupport ; i <= wsupport ; i ++)
{
int ix = abs ( off_u + i * oversample );
int p = compact_start + iy * size + ix ;
int q = compact_oversample_start + ( off_v )*( oversample /2 + 1)
*(2* wsupport + 1)*(2* wsupport + 1) + ( off_u )
*(2* wsupport + 1)*(2* wsupport + 1) + ( j + wsupport )
*(2* wsupport + 1) + i + wsupport ;
compacted_oversampled_wkernels . at ( q )= compacted_wkernels . at ( p );
} } } } } }
Listing 12: OpenMP implementation for rewriting the convolution kernels.
for accessing the kernel elements.
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WKERNEL

is a macro

4.4 Performance
We cannot use the GPU approach described in Section 3.5 to optimize access because we
want to use vector load instructions, and these instructions access array elements in either
increasing or decreasing order. The GPU scheme relies on the ability to reverse the index
order during reading to exploit the symmetry of the convolution kernel. However the AVX
and AVX512 instruction sets have no load instruction which can perform a similar reversal.
The solution is to create a reordered compacted version of the convolution kernel. For each

grid_w level of the kernel, we loop over the possible values of off_u and off_v. These can
each vary between [-oversample/2,oversample/2] but we make use of symmetry and only
loop from 0 to oversample/2. For each such combination of off_u and off_v, we loop
through the kernel level, rewriting the entries in the order that they would be accessed when
performing the convolution. This ensures that, when the gridding is actually performed,
this new version of the kernel is accessed with unit stride. This is implemented in lines
2447 of Listing 12.
By necessity, the reordered compacted kernel stores some entries of the kernel twice,
in order to maintain a strictly increasing (or decreasing) unit stride.

This reduces the

space saving obtained by compacting the kernel, but we still achieve a factor 2 reduction
compared with the original kernel.
Note that compacting and reordering the kernel need only be done once, independently
of processing the visibilities, so this stage is not included in the reported runtimes.

4.4 Performance
We now present performance results for our nal OpenMP implementation, which makes
use of reordered compacted convolution kernels. For all OpenMP results we use tiles with

64 × 64

grid points, and a central box that is

6×6

tiles.

These values were chosen by

experimentation to yield the best runtimes for the 4 data sets.
Tables 7 and 8 break down the overall performance of the code into its constituent
components.

We see that on both machines the most expensive operation is processing

the tiled grid, which suggests that this is an area in which further improvements could be
made. Table 9 presents the percentage of time for which threads are active while processing
the tiled portion of the grid. We see that for the non-synthetic data sets, and particularly
on the Xeon Phi, threads are idle for a signicant proportion of time.

Looking at the

thread activity timelines in Figures 4 and 5, we can see this is due to the way in which
work (visibilities) is distributed among the threads.

Figure 4: Thread activity timeline during tile processing for the EL30EL56 data set on Xeon.
Time is on the

x-axis,

thread ID on the

y -axis.

Green indicates a thread was active, black that it

was idle.

The reason that our

workQueue has not achieved better load balance is that the number

of visibilities in a tile only provides an approximation to the amount of work required to
update the grid. Updating the grid with a visibility does not involve a constant number
of operations. Rather, the number of grid points that a visibility aects depends on the
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4.4 Performance

Table 7: Runtimes for the various components of the tiled approach on a 24-core Xeon CPU with
24 threads.

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

1.9

count points in tiles

11.2

bucket sort

22.4

process outside tiles

104.9

process central box

23.8
(a) Synthetic Data Set

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

25.3

count points in tiles

187.6

bucket sort

324.3

process outside tiles

4719.4

process central box

552.5
(b) EL30EL56 Data Set

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

25.4

count points in tiles

275.6

bucket sort

316.3

process outside tiles

1657.6

process central box

341.3
(c) EL56EL82 Data Set

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

25.4

count points in tiles

340.4

bucket sort

405.3

process outside tiles

758.1

process central box

354.1
(d) EL82EL70 Data Set

support value of that visibility's kernel. Furthermore, the scheduling policy used on the loop
divides the tiles equally amongst threads, but experimentation with dierent OpenMP loop
scheduling strategies such as

dynamic

produced no improvement in overall runtime. An

alternative approach using OpenMP tasks with priorities (which were recently introduced
in OpenMP 4.5 and are not currently available in the version of the Intel compiler that we
used) might achieve better load balance by allowing idle threads to steal work from those
processing the denser tiles.

4.4.1 Cache Eciency
A lot of our eort has been directed towards improving the cache eciency of the OpenMP
code.

Table 10 presents cache hit ratios for the original naïve OpenMP parallelization

and for our nal implementation, and these statistics demonstrate that our eorts have
dramatically improved the cache re-use. We only present results for the Xeon Phi as Intel's
VTune proler could not generate similar statistics for the Xeon CPU. The cache gures
for the two systems were presented in Section 4. Since the Xeon Phi has a rather limited
amount of cache, we want to ensure that we exploit it as fully as possible.
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Table 8: Runtimes for the various components of the tiled approach on Xeon Phi with 136 threads.

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

4.0

count points in tiles

9.3

bucket sort

17.4

process outside tiles

203.6

process central box

142.9
(a) Synthetic Data Set

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

28.2

count points in tiles

127.4

bucket sort

287.9

process outside tiles

5844.2

process central box

885.7
(b) EL30EL56 Data Set

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

28.2

count points in tiles

173.1

bucket sort

238.9

process outside tiles

2675.8

process central box

598.7
(c) EL56EL82 Data Set

Component

Time (ms)

Component

Time (ms)

compute bounding box

28.0

count points in tiles

309.5

bucket sort

401.2

process outside tiles

1235.1

process central box

571.3
(d) EL82EL70 Data Set

Table 9: Thread utilization for OpenMP tiled gridding.

Synthetic EL30EL56 EL56EL82 EL82EL70
Xeon

88.8%

76.3%

70.7%

67.6%

Xeon Phi

85.3%

50.0%

44.9%

47.1%

Table 10: Cache hit-rates during grid updating for the OpenMP implementations on Xeon Phi.
* denotes that the proler could not gather sucient data samples to calculate a value.

Synthetic

EL30EL56

EL56EL82

EL82EL70

L1

L2

L1

L2

L1

L2

L1

L2

*

*

99.8%

55.9%

99.8%

54.0%

99.6%

58.8%

Tiled, edge tiles

94.9%

95.7%

86.6%

89.9%

91.0%

91.4%

95.8%

94.4%

Tiled, central box

96.1%

*

93.5%

97.6%

95.8%

96.4%

96.8%

97.4%

Atomic

5

Conclusions

Table 11 summarizes the runtimes we obtained on various GPU and CPU architectures
for the four data sets.

The table presents timings for the original serial code running

on a single Xeon core, the straightforward atomic parallelization discussed in Section 4.1
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Figure 5: Thread activity timeline during tile processing for the EL30EL56 data set on Xeon
Phi. Time is on the

x-axis,

thread ID on the

y -axis.

Green indicates a thread was active, black

that it was idle.

running on the Xeon machine, and the nal tiled algorithm on all three architectures.
We see that, on the Xeon CPU, signicant gains (up to an additional 5-fold speedup)
have been achieved by restructuring the code for improved vectorization and cache-use,
compared with merely using the simplest possible addition of OpenMP pragmas.

The

24-core Xeon machine consistently outperforms the Xeon Phi, but the P100 consistently
outperforms the 24-core Xeon implementation by a factor of up to 4.

Table 11: Summary of overall runtimes (including memory copies) on various architectures. The
rst two lines show the original serial code and a simple OpenMP implementation using atomic
updates. The lower three lines represent timings for our new refactored code using tiling.

Architecture

Runtime (ms)
Synthetic EL30EL56 EL56EL82 EL82EL70

Xeon, serial

4980

111482

37843

18109

Xeon, 24 threads, atomic

1040

38631

14369

6685

Xeon, 24 threads

198

6180

2927

2211

Xeon Phi, 136 threads

560

8843

4948

3579

P100

74

1410

781

553
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